Internal Change in Iizuka
What is it and why do we record it?
It is a client led assessment of where they feel they are in relation to nine topics—Responsibility; Confidence; Hope;
Self-esteem; Making decisions; Support; Resilience; Motivation; Use of time.
Before the first assessment is filled in the Current Position box on the Iizuka page will look like this (see below)

After the assessment is added this will change.

How to record an Internal Change form in Iizuka.
After you have logged in to the client the Case Details page will open.
On the right hand side of the page there is
this box.

To add an Internal Change form
Click here

The next page that will open will have this Add Action
box on it. This can be rather confusing since it does
not appear to have any relation to the internal
change form. Don’t panic you are on the right page!
In the details box just put a few words about when
and where you and the client met to fill in the form.
The due date should be the date when you did the
form, this may be an earlier date than when you are
filling out the report online.
Ignore the reminder bit.
Attachment—if you have scanned the filled out form
it can be added at this point but it does not have to
be attached.
Now click the OK button on the lower left-hand side
of the page
A new page will open and on the far left-hand side will be this menu bar.
This gives you a number of possible actions.
1.
Edit Details, if you realise that you forgot something or need to amend
something on the previous page then you can edit it.
2.
Delete case action, this will remove all that you have added for this
Internal change form.
3.
Abandon allows you to leave the form, it gives a number of options for
reasons to abandon the form.
4.

Ignore the Reassign, Add security permission and Attachment tasks.

5.

To enter the details of your Internal Change form

Click here

A new page will open will open with nine
drop down boxes for the nine subjects on
the Internal Change form.
You are now finally at the point where
you add the information from the form
that you have completed with your client.
Click on each topic in turn to enter the
details on the form, unfortunately the
order on the form does not match the
order on the website so care needs to be
taken to insure that things are entered in
the right section.

Each drop down box has three lists that
need to be selected from.
This is the space where you enter the
client’s assessment of their position i.e.
the number from 1—10 that they have
selected.
This is your assessment, do you agree
with the client’s assessment or do you
think it should be a different level? You
need to enter a number.

Level of Need.
This gives you four options, High; Low;
Medium and N/A.
This is a measure of the level of support
is needed with this topic i.e. scores of 1—
4 would be High need, 5—7 would be
Medium need, 8—10 would be Low
need.
If you felt no support at all would be
needed or would be appropriate then
click N/A

If at any point in filling out the form you need to stop and
come back to it later click on the save button on the bottom
of the page.

If you have paused in filling
out the form when you next
come back to Iizuka you will
see this entry for the
incomplete form.

Click on either of these and
you will return to the form so
that you can continue from
where you left off.
When you are finally finished completing the form
click Complete.
DO NOT DO THIS UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE
FORM SINCE IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO EDIT IT AFTER
THIS POINT.

Now that an Internal Change form has been added the Current Position box will change to show the levels of need.

Medium need

High need

Low need

Note: I forgot to enter the level of need for Hope before clicking complete hence the question mark and since I
cannot edit the form I cannot change it.

